
141125 Downloading Photoshop CS2 for free

Adobe released this free version of its CS2 for everyone to use.

This version will not be of use to you, if you plan to edit RAW images from 
more recent cameras, but it will be OK for editing JPEG images.

http://www.techspot.com/downloads/3689-adobe-photoshop-cs2.html

During the downloading process you will be asked to enter one of these
codes, one for Windows computers and the second one for Apple Mac ones

Windows Serial number:   1045-1412-5685-1654-6343-1431 

Mac OS X Serial number:   1045-0410-5403-3188-5429-0639 

You don't have to register at all with Adobe – I usually delete Adobe's request
to do so, each time it pops up on the screen.

http://www.techspot.com/downloads/3689-adobe-photoshop-cs2.html


The downloaded file (the .exe file) is huge … on my Windows PC, it was 357 MB and took
2 minutes to download. On older machines this will take longer. 

In Windows, I go to “Downloads” and then click on the PS .exe file, and get it to run. I imagine
that it's a similar process with Apple Macs. Once it's running, just go through each window, to
open it up fully onto your machine. 

I will be happy to show you some of the basics with how to use Photoshop. Here are a few tips:

One important thing to do, is to copy your original image and then to paste the copy into a new
folder. So when saving your photo-edited image into this new folder, you will still have a copy of 
the original. I give edited images a slightly different name – I add a letter “a” onto the name for an 
altered image, and the letter “r” to a reduced-sized one.

In Windows, I use the following keyboard shortcuts (Apple Macs have slightly different ones) …

Control + letter “O” … opens up the search box to find your photo
Control + letter “A” … selects the entire image
Control + letter “C” … to copy it
Control + letter “V” … to paste it
Control + Shift + letter “S” …. to save it
Control + letter “Z” … to undo any bodge
Control + Alt + letter “I” … opens up the resize image menu

Here's a list of 60 shortcuts for Mac users (however a few might not work for CS2) ...
http://www.creativebloq.com/photoshop/photoshop-shortcuts-1012966

Clicking on “Windows” on the top toolbar will open up a menu box, to get up any features that
might be missing … e.g. History or Layers.

There's lots more to learn about Photoshop, and there are lots of helpful YouTube tutorials to 
show you how to use the tools, etc..

Joel xx
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